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The following workbook is a collection of the
work I have completed for Design 4B, building
on the conclusion and framework set out in 4A.
The project zooms in from the strategic scale
and aims to address the flooding in Dalry using a
series of interventions along Rye Water. The main
intervention is to create a series of flood plains that
can hold the water and slow down the flow, allowing
water to seep through the soil, rather than gather
speed and have detrimental effects in the town of
Dalry.
Furthermore the design site sits at a strategic location
to enhance the outdoor life of Dalry’s inhabitants.
The flood plain site acts as a good starting point to
walk up towards Camphill Reservoir, or follow the
Flood River towards Dalry. To walk to these places
from Dalry today, you would have to walk along
larger roads that have no pavement. Through this
the design not only has a positive effect for Dalry in
terms of less flooding issues, but also enhancing the
path network, connecting the people to the wider
landscape.

Phases of the project
/// p. 56-61
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Connecting to the strategy
River Garnock Catchment Area
The central aim of the site design is strongly aligned to that of the strategic
scale, which was to restore a positive relationship between the towns and
the hydrological system by creating a redirected river for the flood water
during periods of high-water level.
The strategy focused mainly on the movement of flood water parallel to
River Garnock during high periods of flooding, where as the site scale
starts addressing the logistics of that proposal in terms of materiality,
capturing the water, and how it is held at a later stage.

Flood River
Camphill Reservoir

River Garnock
Dalry
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The strategy has developed to now deal with the flood
water accumulating in the Flood River along the whole
new water course, rather than just the end. At points
where the Flood River crosses a tributary, similar
interventions are introduced, to slow down water courses
during floods, allowing it to seep into the ground.
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At flatter areas in the landscape
a wider floodplain can be
introduced, to help in even the
toughest 1-in-50 year floods.
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Design Site
Rye
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The site sits at the end of flood river, dealing
with the last collection of flood water that has
accumulated along the way, but not had time
to seep into the ground. The flood plain then
collects the water together with flood water in
Rye Water and holds it and slows it down, to later
allow it to flow through to Dalry
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Developing further from the strategic map of Design 4A where all the flood
water was transported to the end of the Flood River to a collective flood
plain.
Moving on from this the floodplain in Dalry opens up for the possibility
to gradually deal with flood water along the Flood River at the different
tributaries. This will also reduce the collective flood water in the Flood
Water and stop it from gaining speed along the stretch.
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Developing the masterplan
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START OF FLOOD RIVER

Zooming in to the site
One of the areas which poses most challenges along the Flood River is at
the start of Dalry where a deep valley holds Rye Water.
The varied landscape with a steep valley and flatter areas means that a
variety of intervention types would need to take place.
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If the water would be carried through, a structure is needed in the valley
that can transport the water without it flowing straight in to the valley. The
tributary Rye Water starts up at Camphill Reservoir in the Muirshiel Hills
and has collected a fair amount of water by the time it flows down to Dalry.

Original stretch
of the Flood
River
Access along
Flood River
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DALRY

Access to Flood
River
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Site pictures
The site is currently closed off to the public as only a few dwellings are
scattered around and there driveways are the only entrances to the valley.
The sides are also steep so further in to the valley access is also difficult.
However, some pictures from around give a sense of character, along with
imagery from geograph.co.uk with geo-tagged location.

Steep sides of the valley give an
overview viewpoint of the site,
although currently densely vegetated
and closed off

No public access to the site, fence and
dense vegetation surrounding it today

Image from geography shows
viewpoint looking down towards Rye
Water in a Dalry direction in autumn
colours.

Two small roads run along the sides
of the site/valley, giving access to
surrounding dwellings

Broadleaved, mature riparian
woodland surrounding Rye Water
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The Brief
STRATEGIC SCALE
The brief of the project at a strategic scale is to restore a positive relationship
between the towns and hydrological system by creating a redirected river for
the flood water during periods of high water level. This will reduce flooding
in the area and lead to improved access and connection to the river in the
towns as the barriers can be lowered and demolished in time. Using the
tributaries and current infrastructure to access the walkway along the flood
river, interventions are made along the course, catering to different age
groups, for example the playscape in Kilbirnie for the school children.

DESIGN SITE

SITE SCALE - CURRENT LANDSCAPE
The site sits at the edge of Dalry to the north west. It is predominantly
agricultural land with scattered farmsteads between the fields and patches
of commercial woodland. Two tributaries flow through from north-west to
south east: Rye Water and Putyan Burn. Rye Water falls through a steep valley
which is heavily forested by mature broadleaved woodland. At the end of
the valley there is a high risk of flooding from the river, which could spread
out to around 175 m in width. Some of the houses are in the risk zone of
flooding.
USER
Currently the landscape is used by the people living in the houses in the site
and those farming the land. There are only two roads and they give no access
to the valley which is fenced off.

Geological
indicators of
flooding
River flooding

Surface Water
flooding

The future users are walkers, runners, families of Dalry who can use the site
as a recreational space.
CHALLENGE
Different types of landform on a small scale that calls for a variety of
solutions. Steep valleys accelerate Rye Water and floods the area as the valley
evens out to a plain.
The project aims to address this by flood preventions which (a) slows down
the water, (b) holds the water (c) during extreme flooding keeps the water
level in the town of Dalry away from a damaging high level.

Woodland
patches
Agriculture grass
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Initial Detail Design

Valley

With the initial design proposal from strategic scale, the interventions needed to carry water through the valley at
the same altitude. As water would want to follow gravity and flow down into the valley. These interventions would
be used as walkways when water levels allowed as the Flood River functioned as a walking route between Kilbirnie
and Dalry. Depending on the topography different sections of the Flood River were given different characteristics
(left page).

Flat / farmland

Undulating / steep

Need for structure to
carry water due to steep
topography
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In the structure, looking out towards the next section

Aspects of the initial detailed design that altered the progression:
- A structure made out of concrete/stone would have a big impact on the landscape meaning it would need a
great amount of time to recover after construction
- The use of hard materials would propel the water, allowing it to gather speed and force, leading to a more
detrimental effect on the landscape
- The site was chosen for this exercise as it involved a range of topologies that challenged the function of the
Flood River. As this part needed a structure of some sort to carry the water through the valley, which there
was no need for in previous valleys, as they were not as steep and wide, there needed to be an alteration
moving forward where the water was held in the site rather than transported past it.
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Framing the masterplan
Moving on from the detailed design exercise I developed the plan into a
focus on slowing down and holding the water for in the site so that the flow
to Dalry is more controlled and manageable within the town.
The site sits has a good strategic location in terms of connecting Dalry to
its neighbour Kilbirnie, along the Flood River, and Camphill Reservoir
by starting an access route on site, leading up to the reservoir 6 kilometers
upstream.
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Flood plain that holds
the water, to
prevent
flooding in Dalry
Walkway across
the flood plain for
periods of heavy
flooding

Mounds capturing extra
flood water to help slow
down the flow into the
flood plain

Small topography
change capturing water
to flow into the flood
plain

Rye Water Valley
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Version 1, 1:500 at A0
Gabion wall holds water
by only letting it seep
through
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Check dams slow down
the water

New tree planting further
prevents flooding and
connects the riparian
woodland to woodland
patches between fields

Flood plain for 1-in-20 Paths connecting
year floodings
Dalry to the
Flood River
and Camphill
Reservoir

Flood plain for 1-in10 year floodings

Flood plain for seasonal
floodings

Gabion wall holds water
by only letting it seep
through, followed by
another set of check dams
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Gabion walls are placed in the end of the
valley to slow down the water as it begins
to enter the flood plain

The gabion wall is placed at normal water
level so the water can constantly seep
through
A gabion wall helps hold the water and
slows it down during periods of high
flooding

Plants in the gabion wall will help stabilise
the material and slow down the water

Planting in the gabion wall further slows the
water down and help stabilise the material
in the frames

1:100

1:100

Hold

River

Hold

1:500

Gabion Wall
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1:20

Check dams

1:20

Flood plain

1:100
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Flood Plain and Flood River in Dalry - topography change

Seasonal flood plain is created by digging
out materials in the areas that already flood
today. Permeable grass surfaces hold the
water as it seeps through the ground

1:200

1-in-20 year flood plain is made by
excavating soil. While used to full capacity
in those flooding periods, it still collects
some run-off in normal water conditions

Flood river is extended by multiple mounds
that hold run-off water, and slows water
flow down to the Rye Water and flood
plains. The mound is constructed of excess
material from excavating the flood plains

1:200
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Connecting the riparian woodland corridor with the patch of
woodland in the field

Following the topography line of the current planting

Continuing from the woodland patch in the
field and connecting to the proposed Flood
River planting and lower part of the riparian
woodland

Version 2, 1:500 at A0
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First section, looking at the gabion wall at the start of the valley

Long section showing the floodplains and relation to wider landscape
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Wildflower meadow to
enhance site biodiversity and
seasonal interest for visitors

Exploratory path / alternative route, creating
a path network where you can always find
something new
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Final design stage

Viewing platforms with benches and tables
suitable for picnics on a warm summers days

A
B
C

C

B

A
Stopping point
Main pathway
Alternate path / high flood path
Exploratory path
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0

100 m

Final version, 1:500 at A0
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Final sections showing topography change, flood levels and new planting, scale when printed at A0
Section A, 1:400

Rye water

Raised walkway made of
gabion cages

Seasonal flood
plain

Newly planted trees

Woodland walk

Normal water level

Viewing platform

Low flood level
Medium flood level
High flood level
Old topography line

Section B, 1:400

Seasonal flood
plain

Rye water
with check dams
Raised walkway

1-in-20 year
flood plain

Rye water

Seasonal flood
plain

1-in-20 year
flood plain
Viewing platform

Newly planted
trees

Flood River
mounds

Newly planted
trees
Viewing platform

Flood River
mound

Section C, 1:500
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Different flood conditions
Current site conditions

page 38 | Design 4B

Normal water level

Low flood level

Medium flood level

High flood level
Different flood conditions | page 39

Proposed site conditions
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Normal water level

Low flood level

Medium flood level

High flood level
Different flood conditions | page 41

Biodiversity and habitats
Identification of the habitats of the site were determined using “UK
Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Habitat Descriptions” by the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee.

Current habitat map

Proposed habitat map

Currently the Riparian woodland habitat is strong on the site but patches and corridors leading up to it
are more fractured. The hedgerows link the riparian to the woodland patches to some extent but could be
reinforced. The main habitat of the site is arable land and grazing.

The proposed interventions would lead to a shift in habitats. In the start of the valley the gabion wall would
change a small part of the riparian woodland in to wet woodland. An addition of more broadleaved woodland
will enhance the lowland mixed deciduous woodland habitat. The new landscape is very forested, creating
protection for wildlife as they access the river and floodplains.

River
Riparian
Lowland mixed deciduous woodland
Improved grassland / grazing
Arable land
Hedgerows
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Current identified tree species
Ash - Fraxinus excelsior
Scots Pine - Pinus sylvestris
Birch - Betula
Alder - Alnus glutinosa

River

Seasonal floodplain

Riparian

Wet woodland

Ivy climbing up some of the tree trunks

Lowland mixed deciduous woodland

1-in-20 year floodplain

Improved grassland / grazing
Arable land
Hedgerows
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Planting Plan
C
C
B

B
B

A

D

D

0
100 m
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Species selection was based on a number of factors including: biodiversity value, growth speed, a mix of
deciduous and conifers, season interest and suitability to the site even with changes due to climate change.
A:
Trees:

Alder

Silver birch

Grey Willow

Ground cover:

B:
Trees:
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Primrose

Alnus glutinosa

Betula pendula

Salix cineria

30%

30%

40%

Primula vulgaris

Food plant for caterpillars, catkin
provide pollen and nectar for
bees, seeds food for different birds
Source of pollen, leaves attract
aphids who provide food for lady
birds and others, leaves are food
plants for caterpillar of moths,
hole-nesting birds often nest in the
trunk
Foliage eaten by caterpillars
of moths and food plant for
butterflies, catkin provide early
source of pollen and nectar
Food plant for Duke of Burgundy
Butterfly caterpillars, early source
of nectar as a spring flower

Royal fern

Osmunda regalis

Alder

Alnus glutinosa

20%

Food plant for caterpillars, catkin
provide pollen and nectar for
bees, seeds food for different
birds

Aspen

Populus tremula

10%

Attract a wide variety of insects,
which in turn are food for birds

Sessile oak

Quercus petraea

20%

Birds and mammals (including
jay, badger and red squirrel) eat
acorns and some of the insects
that habitat the tree. In autumn
the leaves break down easily and
form a leaf mould beneath the
tree which support beetles and
fungi

Silver birch

Betula pendula

20%

Source of pollen, leaves attract
aphids who provide food for lady
birds and others, leaves are food
plants for caterpillar of moths,
hole-nesting birds often nest in the
trunk

Ground cover:

C:
Trees:

Ground cover:

Wild cherry

Prunus avium

10%

Early source of nectar and
pollen for bees and cherries
later provide food for birds and
mammals

Red campion

Silene dioica

Good source of food for moths,
bees and butterflies

Wood anemone

Anemone nemorosa

Early source of nectar and pollen

Scot’s pine

Pinus sylvestris

40%

Supports over 150 insect species

Beech

Fagus sylvatica

60%

Source of pollen, foliage is eaten
by moth caterpillars, seeds eaten
by squirrels, mice, voles and birds

Sweet woodruff

Galium odoratum

D:
Wild flower meadow: 80% grass seed, 20% native wild flower seed suited for wetland areas*:
Common name
Latin name
Composition
Agrimony
Agrimonia eupatoria
5%
Dark Mullein
Verbasum nigrum
0.55%
Gypsy Wort
Lycopus europus
0.5%
Hedge Bedstraw
Galium mollugo
5.5%
Lesser Knapweed
Centaurea nigra
7.5%
Meadow Buttercup
Ranunculus acris
4%
Meadowsweet
Filipendula ulmaria
5%
Ox Eye Daisy
Leucanthemum vulgare
14.5%
Ragged Robin
Lychnis flos cuculi
0.25%
Red Campion
Silene dioica
17.5%
Ribwort Plantain
Plantago lanceolata
17.5%
Self Heal
Prunella vulgaris
7.5%
Sorrel
Rumex acetosa
2.0%
Water Avens
Geum rivale
0.1%
Water Betony
Scrophularia auricula
0.1%
Yarrow
Achillea millefollium
5%
Yellow rattle
Rhinanthus minor
7.5%
*Composition gathered from seed mix: 100% UK Wildflower Seed Mixture Wetland Areas MAS-WWILD6
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Detail design
The path leading up to the north east of the site, i.e. connecting it to
the flood river, is built up of gabion cages at different levels, creating
a stair. Near the top there is a rest stop / viewing platform where the
gabion cages are topped with soil and sown grass. The well drained
“lawn” and south-facing position mean it is an ideal spot for a picnic
on a warm day.
Plan:
A: Flood River connects to the path network of the site
B: Exploratory path in locally sourced Scots Pine, supported by timber
logs

A

B

C

C: Gabion walkway that uses a rise in height to connect up to the Flood
River
D: Platform of gabions means that run off will be able to drain through
the platforms different layers
E: Timber seating, made from any over-mature trees on site (or locally
sourced timber if none are found) to create a naturalistic look that
mirror the rural setting. The platform and seating allows for a break
during a walk, or a spot for locals to go for a picnic in summer. Its
location in a south-facing slope allows for a nice sheltered and warm
spot
Top visual: Standing on the viewing platform looking down towards
Rye Water and with a wide view towards Dalry.
Bottom visual. Standing on one of the Flood River mounds that act as
walkways that connect to the gabion walkway as both are built up to the
same level at the point that they connect. The mounds collect run off
water and allow it to seep through the soil. Newly planted trees further
help the prevention of flooding, enhance biodiversity and allow shelter
on the site.
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0
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5m
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Stopping points in slopes

Top soil with sown grass
Geotextile
Two levels of gabion cages to protect platform from
flooding level

Materiality - Using gabions
The flexibility of the site in terms of working throughout different flood
conditions posed a number of constraints on the materiality of the design:
- at least one of the walkways needed to work during a period of high
flooding
. if the water reached the material it needed to be able to withstand the
water, limiting the use of timber for decking and walkways around the
seasonal floodplains
. also, if the water reached the material in height the construction should
not help the excess water gain speed and power, but rather flow through it
- as water gathered in the site and moved materials they would need to
withstand such pressure as to make sure that there wasn’t a constant need
for maintenance of for example the walkways and platforms
- as the project aims to have a positive impact while dealing with effects of
climate change, the material should mirror this aim
From these constraints I decided to work with a lot of locally mined stone,
namely limestone, and use different sizes of the material to reduce spillage.
As platforms and walkways will need to be raised the design involves gabion
steel cages to keep the material within the area but still allowing water to
seep through.
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Top soil with Royal fern planted

Wall collecting water

Geotextile

Check dams

Three levels of gabion cages to hold
water on the left side, and allow it
to slowly seep through to the right

Top soil with Royal fern planted
Geotextile

Single level of gabion cage to slow water and
let it seep through
Small topographical change allowing water
to collect before the check dam

High flood level
Medium flood level
Low flood level
Normal water level
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Phases of the project

Development plan - Year 0

Year 0 - Current site
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Year 1 - Topography change, in conjunction with the end of the construction of the
Flood River

This needs to be done first as topography change will need machinery that needs to access the land without
new planting or constructed platforms and path that hinder such access. The topography change is also one of
the key features to make the project work as a flood management programme and is needed to deal with water
from the constructed Flood River. Therefore, it serves as a good starting point that means that, as the rest of
the project takes form, the landscape will be better equipped to handle the flooding.
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Year 1 - Constructing the interventions, almost fully functioning flood management
scheme after this point

Year 2 - Building the path network and platforms

After the topography change the next step is constructing the interventions that slow down the water, i.e.
the gabion walls and check dams. This means that apart from the planting design the flood management is
completed.

Constructing the platforms and paths will still need some machinery and is therefore best done before the
planting.
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Year 2 - Planting the woodland and supporting vegetation

Year 10 - Functioning landscape

After all the heavy construction work has taken place the planting can take place and the trees can be allowed
time to grow without major pressures from machinery

After 10 years, although the trees have not reached full maturity, the project is complete a functioning as a
flood management scheme that also promotes exercise and connections to the wider area, such as Camphill
Reservoir upstream Rye Water and Kilbirnie upstream the Flood River.
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